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Abstract. As an alternative to utility-maximizing nested-logit models, Albatross 
uses decision trees to predict the activity-scheduling decisions of individuals and 
households. The decision trees are derived from activity-diary data and are able to 
account for discontinuous and non-linear effects of independent variables on 
choice variables. A potential disadvantage of rule-based models is that the 
sensitivity of predictions of travel demand may be reduced. To overcome this 
problem and combine the specific strengths of the rule-based and parametric 
modeling approaches, the authors have developed a hybrid approach referred to 
as parametric decision trees. The paper describes the approach and results of 
incorporating the extended decision trees in Albatross to improve the sensitivity 
of the model for travel-time and travel-costs scenarios. 

1. The parametric action decision tree approach 
As an alternative to utility-maximising nested logit models, computational process models 
of activity-travel behavior have been suggested in the literature ([5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [2]). 
These computational process models typically use if-then rules (formalized for example as 
decision trees) to specify the conditions under which particular behaviors will occur. Rules 
are ideally suited to represent discontinuous and non-linear effects of independent variables 
on activity-travel choice behavior, which is one potential advantage compared to nested 
logit models. However, computational process models require that continuous attributes, 
such as for example travel time and travel costs, are discretisized. A potential disadvantage 
of this property is that the sensitivity of predictions of travel demand may be reduced. 
Within each class or condition state, the model will not predict any differences, ceteris 
paribus.  

To overcome this problem and combine the specific strengths of the rule-based and 
parametric modeling approaches, the authors have developed a hybrid approach. In decision 
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trees in general, the prediction of an action (i.e., choice) involves two steps 1) classification 
of the case and 2) assignment of an action given the class of the case. Classification means 
determining the leaf node that fits the data of the case and (probabilistic) assignment means 
determining the choice probabilities of the actions. The basic idea of the new, hybrid 
approach is to replace the conventional action assignment rule in the second step by a logit 
model or any other parametric discrete choice model. The model includes alternative 
specific constants to take the impact of leaf node membership of a case into account in 
addition to terms for the continuous attributes. Thus, continuous variables insert their 
influence at the level of the action assignment rule by moderating base probabilities (for the 
leaf node) depending on continuous attributes of the choice alternatives. We will use the 
abbreviations DT and PADT to refer to the conventional and the extended decision trees 
respectively. Any type of parametric choice model could be used for action assignment in a 
PADT. The application developed in this study uses the MNL model. A PADT can be 
estimated in two steps. In the first step, the decision tree is empirically derived using the 
same induction method as for DTs. Obviously, the continuous action variables are excluded 
from the set of condition variables. In the second step, the choice model is estimated based 
on the same training data. 

The paper will discuss this approach in detail and illustrate its use in the context of 
Albatross 3.0 - a computational process model of activity scheduling, developed for the 
Dutch Ministry of Transport. In Albatross and other activity-based models of travel 
demand, the relevant continuous variables include travel costs and travel times. In this 
paper, we discuss the application of the new method for making Albatross sensitive for 
travel-time and travel-costs scenarios. For a detailed discussion of the Albatross model, 
readers are referred to Arentze and Timmermans ([3], [2], [1]). The problem considered is 
not specific for Albatross, but holds for sequential decision-process models in general. 
Sequential decision models need some mechanism to take for each current decision the 
consequences of later decisions in the chain into account. In nested-logit models, this is 
accomplished by means of log-sums. In activity-based models of the complexity of 
Albatross, however, it is not feasible to specify a full tree of decision options since the 
solution space is by far too big for that. In this paper, we show how the method based on 
PADTs can be used to incorporate travel times/costs in sequential decision models such as 
Albatross. In the sections that follow we discuss the method and its application in 
Albatross.  

2. The method 
A PADT avoids the need to discretisize continuous predictors by incorporating them in the 
action assignment rule rather than the condition section of the tree. The action assignment 
rule is the complementary part of a decision tree that defines the choice of an action for 
each new case. The plurality rule is a commonly used deterministic action assignment rule. 
This rule records for each leaf node the modal action in the training set and assigns this 
action to each new case at that node. The probabilistic counterpart of this rule returns the 
choice probabilities rather than the modal response. The advantage of the probabilistic 
approach is that unexplained variance in choice behavior is reproduced in predictions. In a 
PADT the probabilistic assignment rule is replaced by a parametric choice model. The 
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choice model includes for each leaf node a set of alternative-specific constants to account 
for the impact of the decision tree (the condition states) and, in addition, quantitative terms 
to represent the effects of continuous variables (not captured by the tree). Thus, the 
predictions generated are sensitive to both the discrete and continuous conditions of a case. 
A PADT can be estimated in two steps. In the first step, the decision tree is empirically 
derived using the same induction method as for DTs. Obviously, the continuous action 
variables are excluded from the set of condition variables. In the second step, the choice 
model is estimated based on the same training data. In the Albatross model, we use this 
method to make decision trees sensitive to travel times and travel costs. For each 
scheduling decision in the process model that have implications for expected travel costs 
and travel times, the conventional DT is replaced by a PADT. Required for this is a method 
to estimate travel costs and travel times for each new case and a MNL model to predict 
choice probabilities as a function of the leaf-node membership, on the one hand, and the 
travel costs and travel times, on the other. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the 
methods involved in more detail. 

A schedule decision is considered for being handled by a PADT if it has direct 
implications for the size of travel costs or travel times of a schedule. Not all decisions have 
this property. For example, the duration of an activity episode and the person(s) with whom 
the activity is conducted have no direct effects on these costs (they may have indirect 
effects through the choice of start time, location, mode, etc.). The following attributes at 
activity-episode, trip or tour level have implications for travel costs and travel times: 1) The 
inclusion of an activity in the schedule; 2) Timing; 3) Trip chaining; 4) Location and 5) 
Transport mode. The inclusion of an activity tends to increase the travel costs/times 
required due to the fact that activities often require a trip. Second, the timing of an activity 
may have implications for travel costs and travel times, namely if travel speeds or costs 
differ between times of day, e.g. between peak and non-peak hours of the day. Third, trip 
chaining decisions, i.e. the decision whether or not to return home between out-of-home 
activities, location and transport-mode decisions have obvious implications for travel times 
and costs. 

Deriving a prediction from a PADT in a specific case requires that expected values of 
travel costs and travel times are known for each choice alternative at each leaf node of the 
tree. A complication is that only after a sequence of decisions the amount and mode of 
travel involved is known making it hard to assess the expected travel costs and times for the 
earlier decisions. For the first activity-inclusion decision and each subsequent decision, 
expected values of costs and times of decision options can be calculated based on 
probabilities of outcomes of next decisions in the chain. However, adjustments of 
probabilities are needed if some scenario is active, to take the impact of possible 
adaptations of earlier decisions into account. In case of the first inclusion decision there is 
no need for adjustment simply because there are no previous decisions in that case. For 
subsequent decisions, the impact of a scenario on earlier decisions generally gives rise to 
shifts in base probabilities.  

Shifts in probabilities do not only have implications for expected values. At the same 
time, they imply a change in base probabilities of decision options. For example, if the 
probability of car-based activities is reduced after the inclusion step, in response to an 
increase in car-travel costs compared to the base line, the probability of car as an option of 
the mode decision will be decreased. Since PADTs represent the base-line situation, the 
probabilities at leaf nodes of, in this example, the PADT for mode decisions need to be 
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corrected. To put it another way, the impact of a scenario on the probabilities of options for 
a particular decision is the sum of a base-rate effect and a substitution effect. The base-rate 
effect is produced by adaptations of earlier decisions and the substitution effect follows 
from the adaptation of the current decision. The substitution effect is taken into account by 
the PADT through the MNL model. The base-rate effect, however, should be incorporated 
by means of a correction. The method developed includes a set of equations for calculating 
the proper adjustments and corrections of choice probabilities.  

3. Application of the method to Albatross 
Having defined the principles of the method, this section considers the way it is 
implemented in Albatross. The process model of Albatross includes 29 decision steps and 
hence 29 decision trees. Inclusion, timing, trip-chaining, location and transport-mode 
decisions have direct implications for travel costs or travel times. Related to these 
dimensions 12 decision trees were selected for extending to a PADT. 

As outlined in Section 2, a PADT requires a method for determining expected travel 
costs and travel times for each action alternative in each PADT under a given scenario. To 
estimate these variables, we propose to use the same set of activity diaries that were also 
used to estimate (i.e., induce) the Albatross decision trees. The procedure is as follows. For 
each activity in the diary data set a record of the following form is stored:  

Ai = (si, Ti, Ci, Li, Mi, Zi
c0, Zi

t0, lio, lid, li) 
where Ai is a specific activity, si is the segment to which the activity belongs, and Ti, Ci, Li, 
and Mi are the observed timing, chaining, location and transport mode attributes, Zi

c0 and 
Zi

t0 are the travel costs and travel time under the null scenario attributed to the activity, and 
lio, lid and li are the locations of the previous, next and current activity respectively. It is 
noted that symbols l and L both refer to a location. The small letter indicates the specific 
postcode area (the location unit used in Albatross) where the activity takes place and the 
capital letter denotes a location class, such as for example inside or outside the home 
municipality. 

Segmentation is important if travel costs and travel times differ within classes of 
activities depending on context variables. Influential context variables may be related to 
person (e.g., gender), household (e.g., income) and space-time setting (e.g., urban density). 
The choice of segmentation should be parsimonious. The more segments are defined the 
less observations will fall within segments and the less generalizable expected costs and 
times will be. The latter imposes a severe limit on the number of segments. Roughly 
speaking the number of segments should not exceed 6 categories, given the fact that the 
classification already splits the sample in many partitions. Thus, the question is which 
segmentation into 6 categories at a maximum, reduces the variation within classes to a 
maximum? One plausible candidate is urban density, as we may expect that travel distances 
tend to be longer in less dense areas and vice versa. Another candidate is activity type, 
since we may expect that trip length will vary considerably between activity types. 
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4. Estimating PADTs 
As said, 12 decision trees were transformed into a PADT. The extent to which a decision is 
sensitive to price/time changes will be dependent on the nature of the decision involved. 
For example, people may be more resistant to change the location of an activity than its 
start time. To account for decision-specific sensitivities we, therefore, estimate travel-time 
and travel-costs parameters for each PADT specifically. Each PADT includes a travel-cost 
and travel-time parameter meaning that a total of 2 × 12 = 24 parameters needs to be 
estimated. However, travel-costs parameters, on the one hand, and travel-time parameters, 
on the other, are not independent. They are related through the value of time (VoT). 
Empirical research suggests that the VoT of work-related travel and the VoT of non-work 
travel are different. For work the VoT tends to be larger than for non-work. Assuming that 
the VoT is constant across decisions within work and non-work activities only two 
estimates are needed to derive travel-time coefficients when estimates of costs coefficients 
are known. 

The lack of independent variation does not allow us to estimate the parameters by 
means of log-likelihood maximization from activity diary data. In stead, we use an 
alternative and more manual calibration procedure making use of stated adaptation (SA) 
data, on the one hand, and price elasticities found in other studies, on the other. The SA 
data was collected in an internet survey in which respondents were faced with a 
hypothetical car-price scenario and could indicate whether and how they would change 
current activity patterns if the scenario considered would be implemented [4]. The data 
provides information about relative values of price sensitivities of different decisions, 
whereas known elasticities, assuming they are unbiased, indicate the overall size of the 
response to price scenarios. Therefore, a two-step procedure is followed. In the first step, 
the parameters are fitted on adaptation choice probabilities observed in the SA experiment. 
In the second step, the scale of the parameters is adjusted to reproduce realistic elasticities.  

5. Conclusions and discussion 
In this extended abstract, we discussed the application of the PADT method to Albatross 
resulting in a new version of the model – Albatross 3. In total, 12 decision trees covering 
activity selection, timing, trip-chaining, location and transport-mode choice were 
transformed into a PADT. The expected travel costs and travel times of choice alternatives 
within PADTs are determined dynamically based on a representative sample of activities. 
The sample used consists of the out-of-home activities in the same activity diary data set 
was also used to derive the decision trees in Albatross. In deriving predictions, the method 
takes into account selection effects caused by adaptations of earlier decisions to a given 
scenario. 

The travel-costs and travel-time parameters involved are calibrated in two steps. In the 
first step, the relative values of parameters are fitted on SA data and, in the second step, the 
scale is calibrated based on elasticities. Regarding price elasticities, the output of the model 
after calibration seems realistic, at least if we use different scales of the parameters for 
work and non-work activities. The cross-elasticities predicted are somewhat larger than 
those predicted elsewhere for a same price scenario. As for travel-time elasticities, 
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comparison is more difficult, because existing models, on which existing estimates of price 
elasticities are based, do not take time-budget effects of travel time changes into account. 
As a consequence, existing models may underpredict the size of the response and, hence, 
predict lower absolute values of the elasticities. Indeed, absolute values of elasticities 
predicted by Albatross are larger than those predicted elsewhere. If we eliminate the time-
budget effect, however, the elasticities and in particular the cross-elasticities are still 
somewhat larger. Overall, we conclude that the PADT approach provides an effective 
method to incorporate price and time sensitivity in computational process models of 
activity-travel behavior. The paper identifies problems for further research. 
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